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Introduction.

In recent years, there has been a need to

migrate from the old monolithic systems

to current microservices models.

The microservices can be independent

and therefore they may not share the

same specifications. In this case, the

improvement of a radio propagation

simulation tool is being developed.



State of Art.

GraphQL

➢ GraphQL is a query-based language.

➢ It provides a complete description 

of the data in its API, allowing users 

to request what they need.

Rest APIs

➢ It is a set of architectural principles

that fits the specific needs of each

application as defined by Dr. Roy

Fielding.

➢ This provides a high level of flexibility

and freedom for development of a

microservices architecture.

Although tools exist that facilitate sharing the same data model, dependencies are costly 

and can complicate the architecture and communications between servers.



Microservices 

with Docker.
Another solution related to 

microservices is the use of Docker.

This small development in Docker it is possible
to load the microservices components and code
dynamically. That allows to have the same
interfaces and code for all of the microservices,
and loading only the part of the code relevant to
that microservice encapsulated in one container.
In the following case, it is used with servers of
different types depending on whether they are
necessary or not.



Solution Specifications.

In the back-end, the microservices

are responsible for providing the

necessary data both to show the

users of the application and to carry

out internal operations.

There is a front-end in charge of 

representing graphically in the 

browser the data collected from the 

servers in the form of geometries 

representing that data.



Solution Specifications.

As a solution to the data model, it is decided to create a

common data type that will be used transversally across

the different microservices of the application and that

has been defined as ”Specification”.

This Specification is based on the common properties

that all geometry is considered to have geometry being

a fundamental structure in the application.

The Specification will have a similar structure to JSON

type files and is defined by the type of geometry it

represents, as well as the coordinates of the points that

compose it.



Advantages and Disadvantages.

Advantages

➢ Use of a common data model.

➢ No external dependencies.

➢ Easy to maintain structure, change tolerant.

➢ It provides a simple overview of the tool.



Advantages and Disadvantages.

Disadvantages

➢ It does not have the possibility of being reusable in other developments.

➢ It is a too concrete design, focused on the actual tool.



Conclusion.

➢ It can be seen how beneficial it is for a structure such as this tool the

importance of maintaining an architecture through microservices.

➢ Elimination of external dependencies.

➢ It adds modularization on the project, providing scalability and load balance

between front-end and back-end.

➢ Along with this, current alternatives to this data model have been seen, but

they do not fit with the situation of the tool being developed, either because

of its size or because of future dependencies.



Future work.

➢ The improvement of the user interface.

➢ The relationship of this with the different libraries that allow the

representation of maps in the browser.

➢ Make use of these specifications designed in the data model.



Future work.

➢ This improvement will be based on the use of the OpenLayers library,

allowing the map to represent different operations in a browser.

➢ The react framework will improve the frontend, offering the possibility for

the user to add the data for representing the designed specifications.

➢ The data will be kept accessible throughout the entire structure of the tool.
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